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Abstract—Cache-based side channels are becoming an important attack vector through which secret information can be leaked to malicious parties. Previous work on cache-based side channel detection, however, suffers from the code coverage problem or does not provide diagnostic information that is crucial for applying mitigation techniques to vulnerable software. We propose CaSym, a cache-aware symbolic execution to identify and report precise information about where side channels occur in an input program. Compared with existing work, CaSym provides several unique features: (1) CaSym enables verification against various attack models and cache models, (2) unlike many symbolic-execution systems for bug finding, CaSym verifies all program execution paths in a sound way, (3) CaSym uses two novel abstract cache models that provide good balance between analysis scalability and precision, and (4) CaSym provides sufficient information on where and how to mitigate the identified side channels through techniques including preloading and pinning. Evaluation on a set of crypto and database benchmarks shows that CaSym is effective at identifying and mitigating side channels, with reasonable efficiency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Side-channel attacks exploit information gathered from the physical implementation of computer systems to steal sensitive data. Among all side channels, side channels resulting from shared data/instruction cache have shown to be extremely effective. The first cache-based attacks on crypto systems learn AES [1], [2] and RSA keys [3] by analyzing the timing variance due to cache usage of the victim, assuming the attacker shares the L1 cache with the victim. More realistic attacks have recently emerged showing the practicality of various timing attacks using the shared CPU cache, including the last-level cache. For example, in a multi-tenant cloud system, cache-based timing attacks are shown to be a potential risk across VMs [4], [5], [6] and across isolated applications in secure enclaves [7]; more evidence is emerging showing practical timing attacks that break crypto systems [8], [9], [10]. To counter cache-based side channels, developers of popular cipher implementations (e.g., RSA and AES in OpenSSL and Libgcrypt) have been manually identifying side channels and patching their software with counter measures. However, the manual process often misses important side channels, as evidenced by recent discoveries of new side channels in crypto implementations [11]. Furthermore, the highly-specialized patches by crypto developers are of little help for non-experts to fix side channels in other crypto implementations and other security-sensitive applications.

Previous work has made good progress in automatic detection of cache-based side channels. Example systems include CacheAudit [12], [13] and CacheD [11]. While those systems have successfully identified side channels in real-world programs, they still face a couple of limitations.

First, although some of the work based on symbolic execution (e.g., [11]) naturally offers counterexamples that represent program executions that exhibit the identified side channels, they only explore one or multiple dynamic execution paths and suffer from the problem of code coverage. That is, they are unable to detect side channels in unexecuted code, and side channels due to branches conditioned on confidential data. Some systems [12], [13] use abstract interpretation, which covers all program paths. But they do not show developers where the side channels are and why they are side channels. More importantly, such missing information could be used to construct mitigations that fix the identified side channels.

Second, an adequate cache model is important for language-based analysis. To detect cache-based side channels, one approach is to directly check the existence or absence of data in the cache via architecture-dependent cache models (e.g., [12]). But the unpleasant consequence is that the security guarantee offered by those systems becomes architecture-dependent, and reasoning on concrete cache models is typically costly. Other systems (e.g., [13], [11]) check that the entire trace of accessed memory addresses is secret-independent, without using a concrete cache model. However, doing so can be too conservative. For example, AES implementations with preloading still exhibit key-dependent memory accesses, but they are secure since all

1 See Section 5 of [2] for a discussion of common counter measures used in crypto implementations.
key-dependent memory accesses will result in a cache hit with preloading.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework, called CaSym, for detecting and mitigating cache-based side channels. CaSym tackles the aforementioned limitations via the following components.

- **Cache-aware symbolic execution** (Section V). CaSym takes a program in a compiler IR (specifically, LLVM IR) as input and performs symbolic execution to track both program and cache states. The symbolic state produced by CaSym’s symbolic execution is used to construct a formula fed to an SMT solver. A satisfying solution to the formula produces public values as well as two sensitive values that demonstrate the existence of a cache-based side channel: those values trigger two program executions that result in different cache states. Unlike previous work that uses symbolic execution for detecting cache-based side channels [11], CaSym overestimates all program paths and therefore does not suffer from the code-coverage problem. CaSym soundly translates loops into loop-free code before performing symbolic execution (at the cost of some precision loss).

- **Cache models** (Section VI). For generality, CaSym takes any cache model that defines two operations (initialize and update) and an equality test. Besides the concrete cache models (such as LRU) used in previous work, CaSym also employs two novel cache models: the infinite cache model and the age model. Unlike other existing models, they hide implementation details and provide good balance between precision and generality. The infinite cache model represents an optimistic view of cache: if there is a side channel under the this model, then the side channel likely will exist in other more realistic cache models. The age model represents a pessimistic view of the cache: if there is a side channel under this model, then the side channel likely will exist in some realistic cache models. Compared with concrete cache models (e.g., LRU), the infinite cache model and the age model offer significantly better scalability and comparable precision.

- **Localizing and fixing side channels** (Section VII). From the counterexample (i.e., values that trigger two program executions that result in different cache states), CaSym utilizes the solver solution to localize the causes of the identified side channels and reports the problematic program points. From those problematic program points, mitigation mechanisms, such as preloading and pinning, can then be applied to eliminate those side channels in a straightforward manner.

We have applied CaSym on a set of crypto benchmarks using both symmetric and asymmetric ciphers as well as database benchmarks (Section IX). The experiments confirmed that CaSym can identify known side channels in these benchmarks, report precise information about where the side channels are and why they are side channels, as well as verify that some benchmarks are side-channel free (based on realistic attack and cache models). We also present new vulnerabilities, which to the best of our knowledge have not been found before in the glibc library code and the PostgreSQL database.

**II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION**

A. Cache-based side channels

Side channels are information channels that were not intended to convey information. These come in many forms, such as timing, power consumption, network traffic, etc. In this paper, we consider cache-based side channels. Fig. 1 illustrates two kinds of cache-based side channels: secret-dependent array accesses and secret-dependent branches\(^2\).

A secret-dependent array access occurs when the value of the index into an array is dependent on secrets. In this case, given two different secret values, different memory addresses will be loaded, causing different data to be stored into or evicted from cache. For example, line 3 in Fig. 1 is a secret-dependent array access, since the index into Sbox is part of the round key. The round key in AES can reveal the decryption key. Such vulnerabilities have led to real cache-based side channel attacks on AES (e.g., [14], [2], [15]).

A secret-dependent branch occurs when the outcome of a branch condition depends on secrets. In this case, given two different secret values, different branches can be taken, causing different data to be stored into or evicted from cache if branches have different memory access patterns. For example, the branch condition at line 6 in Fig. 1 is secret dependent since the outcome depends on the i-th bit of key[0]. Only when the i-th bit is set, variables res, base and mod are accessed. Such vulnerabilities have led to real cache-based side channel attacks on RSA and ElGamal (e.g., [9], [10]).

\(^2\)Although the code is highly simplified, the code is composed of real code from cipher implementations: lines 2 to 3 resembles a snippet of the AES implementation in mbedtls TLS, and lines 6 to 10 resembles a snippet of RSA implementation in Libgcrypt.
In summary, this paper targets cache-based side channels: information leakage due to cache variants depending on confidential data. Informally, a program is free of cache-based side channels, if secrets in a program do not influence the cache state. We note that while much work has been done on timing channels in general (e.g., recent work of [16], [17], [18], [19]), most of them model execution time as a function of the number of instructions being executed. Since such a simplified timing model ignores the effect of cache on timing, they do not detect cache-based side channels.

B. Threat model

We consider an attacker who shares the same hardware platform with the victim, a common scenario in the era of cloud computing. The attacker has no direct access to the memory bus. Hence, he cannot directly observe the memory access traces from CPU. However, we assume the attacker can probe the shared data cache state, in order to detect whether some victim’s data is in cache or not. This model captures most cache-based side channel attacks in the literature, such as an attacker who observes cache accesses by measuring the latency of the victim program (e.g., cache reuse attacks [20], [21], [22], [14] and evict-and-time attack [2]), or the latency of the attacker’s program (e.g., prime-and-probe attacks [2], [15], [21], [8], [10]).

Based on at which point of the victim’s program the attacker may probe the shared cache, there are two kinds of attackers (here, we follow the terminology used in [12]3):

- access-based: when an attacker can probe the cache (i.e., determine if data are in cache or not) only upon the termination of the victim program.
- trace-based: when an attacker can probe the cache after each program point in the victim program.

III. RELATED WORK

We next discuss related work on identifying and mitigating cache-based side channels.

Detecting and mitigating cache-based side channels: CacheAudit [12] and its extension [13] statically provide an upper bound of cache-based information leakage in a program. To do so, they abstract concrete cache states and, on top of that, estimate all possible final cache states using abstract interpretation. While a sound estimation of leakage bound is very useful for estimating the severeness of side channels in a program, such a leakage bound provides little insights on how to fix the side channels.

Recent work of CacheD [11] takes a concrete program execution trace as input and symbolizes secret values during a symbolic execution to identify secret-dependent memory accesses. Since all values except secrets are concrete in the analysis, CacheD is likely to be more precise than a static program analysis (i.e., have fewer false positives). However, CacheD explores only the same execution path as the input dynamic trace. Hence, vulnerabilities in the unexplored code or those that are due to secret-dependent branches cannot be detected by CacheD.

Moreover, we note that those analyses work on binary-level code, while CaSym works on IR-level code. Low-level details, such as memory allocation, could make a binary-level analysis more accurate. For example, the work by Doychev and Köpf [13] shows that some optimization level of gcc removes a side channel that shows up with other levels. However, using low-level details also makes the security guarantee compiler-dependent, which is undesirable for crucial software such as cipher implementations.

Some work uses program transformation to equalize the memory access pattern of secret-dependent branches, either by padding those branches to follow similar memory access patterns [23], [24] or rewriting those branches to be sequential programs [25], [26]. However, such mechanisms do not handle secret-dependent array accesses, which are the root cause of attacks on AES (e.g., [1], [2]).

Zhang et al. [27] propose a timing contract that enables a software-hardware co-design for mitigating cache-based side channels. Based on the contract, they show that full-system security can be enforced by a sound type system as well as contract-aware hardware. Their system requires specialized hardware, while our analysis identifies potential side channels on commodity hardware.

Detecting other kinds of timing channels: Prior work also uses static analysis to detect information leakage via program execution time. However, they are largely orthogonal to this paper: their timing model ignores the effects of cache, the root cause of cache-based side channel attacks.

For example, recent work [16], [17] applies symbolic execution to synthesize concrete public inputs that lead to maximum leakage via timing channels. However, their analyses do not model the effects of cache; execution time is modeled as the number of instructions being executed.

Chen et al. [19] prove ϵ-bounded noninterference for a program with regard to observable attributes such as execution time, memory usage, and response size. Blazer [18] has a similar goal, but it uses a novel decomposition technique to break a program up into partitions. However, these works only handle side channels whose effects can be modeled as a constant “cost” for each instruction. But an accurate modeling of cache requires more expressive power in program analysis.

OS- and architecture-level techniques: To mitigate cache-based side channels, one direction is to either physically or logically partition the data cache. At the OS level, Raj et al. [28] statically partition the last level cache into regions and allow VMs to use different regions by partitioning physical memory pages accordingly. Shi et al. [29]
show that dynamic page coloring helps to establish strong isolation between different applications in terms of cache usage. StealthMem [30], [31] manages a set of locked cache lines per core, which are never evicted from the cache, and efficiently multiplexes them so that each VM can load its own sensitive data into the locked cache lines. Cache partitioning has also been explored at the hardware level [20], [32], [33], [34]. Some other previous work explores injecting noises to the timing signal, such as Düppel [35] at the system level, as well as RPCache [32], Newcache [36], and random fill cache [37] at the hardware level.

IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Fig. 2 depicts the system flow of CaSym. It takes the source code of the input program and uses LLVM’s front end, Clang, to convert the program into LLVM IR code. CaSym then performs cache analysis on the IR code to build a cache formula (verification condition) that represents how the program manipulates the cache state. The formula is fed to an SMT solver. A satisfiable answer of the formula means a side channel. In this case, CaSym uses the solution from the solver to localize the error and report it; this information can then be used for mitigation. An unsatisfiable cache formula means no cache-based side channel exists in the input program.

CaSym’s cache analysis is based on symbolic execution. At a high level, the symbolic execution takes an input program and outputs a symbolic state that models how the program relates the program’s initial program and cache states to its final program and cache states.

To discuss the process more formally, we introduce some notation used throughout this paper. Assume the input program has \( n \) program variables, \( X_1 \) to \( X_n \), as well as some arrays with statically known sizes (e.g., \( A[16] \) and \( B[1024] \)). We use small-case letters \( x_1 \) to \( x_n \) for logical variables that represent the symbolic initial values of \( X_1 \) to \( X_n \).

Therefore, at the beginning of the program, we have \( X_1 = x_1 \wedge \ldots \wedge X_n = x_n \). At the end of the program, the final values in \( X_1 \) to \( X_n \) may have changed and are represented as symbolic expressions that may contain occurrences of \( x_1 \) to \( x_n \). As an abbreviation, we write \( \overline{x} \) for \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) and \( \overline{X} \) for \( X_1, \ldots, X_n \).

We use \( c \) to represent symbolically the initial cache state and \( C \) for an implicit variable that tracks the current symbolic cache state; initially, \( C = c \) and at the end of the program the cache state \( C \) is a symbolic expression that may contain occurrences of \( c \) and \( x_1 \) to \( x_n \).

According to the input program’s semantics, CaSym’s symbolic execution then builds a formula that represents the final program and cache states, using the initial program and cache states \((\overline{x}, c)\):

\[
\sigma(\overline{x}, c, \overline{X}, C)
\]

Assume at the beginning of the program, \( K_0 \) is a set of secret variables whose values should be protected from side-channel attacks.\(^5\) A variable not in \( K_0 \) is considered a public input whose value does not need protection. Informally, a program is free of side channels if \( K_0 \) has no influence on the final cache state \( C \). Following the definition of noninterference [38], we formalize the verification condition for cache-based side channels as follows.

Given formula \( \sigma \) and \( K_0 \), CaSym issues the following verification condition to an SMT solver:

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall (\forall x \in K_0, x = x') & \Rightarrow (\forall X \notin K_0, x = x') \\
& \Rightarrow c = c' \land \sigma(\overline{x}, c, \overline{X}, C) \land \sigma(\overline{x'}, c', \overline{X'}, C')
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

For the special case when \( K_0 = \{X_1\} \), the formula requires \( x_1 \neq x_1' \wedge x_2 = x_2' \wedge \ldots \wedge x_n = x_n' \); i.e., two different values for \( X_1 \) and the same value for other variables. When equation (1) is satisfiable, then it is possible to run the program twice with two different secrets, the same public inputs, and the same initial cache state, and get two different final cache states \( C \) and \( C' \). That is, by observing the final cache state, an attacker can learn information about the secret.

Compared with previous work based on abstract interpretation [12], [13], a benefit of checking the verification condition above is that a solution of equation (1) leads to two program executions that exhibit the existence of side

\(^4\) For scalability, CaSym does not track symbolic values in arrays; more discussion on this later.

\(^5\) Note that our implementation also allows marking a fixed-size array as the secret (e.g., the key array in the example of Fig. 1).
channels: in this case, the SMT solver produces two different secret values, which serve as the witness of the identified side channel(s). CaSym then uses an error localization algorithm to diagnose the witness (i.e., two program executions) to pinpoint the problematic program points that cause the side channel(s) in the source code.

On the other hand, when the formula is unsatisfiable, we are assured that there is no cache-based side channel in the given environment: regardless of which secret values are chosen, the cache state does not change. We note that this property is essentially a cache-aware variant of noninterference [38], which states that confidential data cannot influence public outputs (i.e., cache states).

V. TRACKING CACHE STATES

In this section, we discuss how CaSym performs symbolic execution to go from the input program to the formula \( \sigma(\pi, c, X, C) \) that relates the initial program and cache states to the final program and cache states. As in all symbolic-execution systems, CaSym’s symbolic execution is based on program paths. For each path, CaSym computes a symbolic state (including cache state) at the end of the path. For a loop-free program, CaSym considers every path in the program and combines the symbolic states of all paths into a single formula. Moreover, for programs with loops, CaSym uses novel language statements and a transformation that soundly converts the loops into loop-free counterparts before performing symbolic execution.

Note that since CaSym considers all paths, its symbolic execution is similar to strongest postcondition calculation in Hoare Logic [39]. However, since CaSym soundly converts loops into loop-free counterparts before symbolic execution, verification in CaSym does not require explicit loop invariants, which is required in traditional postcondition calculation in Hoare logic.

A. Loop-free programs

A loop-free program has a finite number of paths. For a path \( i \), symbolic execution computes a symbolic state \( \sigma_i(\pi, c, X, C) \) at the end of the path. For a finite number of paths, CaSym could combine the symbolic states of all paths through disjunction; however, this would not be scalable. Therefore, after discussing how CaSym performs symbolic execution on a single path, we present how CaSym shares parts among paths to get compact formulas through path merging.

Symbolic states: A symbolic state contains (1) the symbolic values of program variables, (2) a symbolic cache state, and (3) a path condition, which is a conjunction of boolean tests performed on the path. Specifically, a symbolic state \( \sigma(\pi, c, X, C) \) is of the following form:

\[
X_1 = e_1 \land \ldots \land X_n = e_n \land C = ce \land \psi
\]

where \( e_i \) is a symbolic expression that represents the value in \( X_i \) and it may contain occurrences of \( x_1 \) to \( x_n \) (the initial symbolic values for \( X_1 \) to \( X_n \)). Similarly, \( ce \) is a symbolic cache state that represents the current cache state; \( ce \) may contain occurrences of \( c \) as well as \( x_1 \) to \( x_n \). Path condition \( \psi \) may contain occurrences of \( x_1 \) to \( x_n \). As an abbreviation, we write \( \pi = \pi_1 = e_1 \land \ldots \land X_n = e_n \). The initial symbolic state is

\[
\text{initial}(\pi, c, X, C) \triangleq \pi \land C = c \land \text{True} \quad (2)
\]

We note that even though our goal is to track cache states, for precision it is important to also track program states (path conditions and symbolic values of variables). Since a program has many paths and each path can lead to a different cache state, the path condition in a symbolic state tells under what condition the program produces the associated cache state. Furthermore, tracking symbolic values of variables is important for computing accurate cache states. For instance, when the program accesses \( A[X] \), knowing variable \( X \)'s symbolic value is important to model what element of the array is being accessed.

Interface to cache models: To track how the input program affects the cache state, CaSym needs a cache model that specifies how the cache is affected by memory accesses. A cache implementation makes various choices about cache capacity, cache block size, associativity, and the cache-replacement policy. To accommodate cache diversity, CaSym’s symbolic execution is parameterized over a cache model so that different cache models can be plugged into the system. This setup also enables abstract cache models, which abstract away certain cache-implementation details and provide generality (we introduce two abstract cache models in Section VI).

CaSym’s symbolic execution interacts with a cache model through a well-defined interface. We postpone the discussion of how CaSym’s cache models implement the interface to Section VI. For now, it is sufficient to understand a cache model’s interface, listed as follows:

(i) An empty cache state, written as empty\(_C\).
(ii) A cache-update function upd\(_C(l, ce)\), which takes a symbolic memory location \( l \) (discussed soon) and a symbolic cache state \( ce \) and returns a new symbolic cache state for the result of accessing \( l \) under \( ce \).
(iii) An equality test eq\(_C(ce_1, ce_2)\). It holds if and only if the two symbolic cache states \( ce_1 \) and \( ce_2 \) are equal according to the cache model.

Two kinds of symbolic memory locations are used. The symbolic memory location for variable \( X \) is written as \( MX \). The symbolic location for array \( A \) at symbolic expression \( e \) is written as \( MA[e] \). As an example, for the program “\( X_2 = X_1 \&\& 0xF \); \( X_3 = A[X_2] \)”, the symbolic memory location for the array access in the second statement is \( MA[x_1 \&\& 0xFF] \).
Symbolic execution over a path: To formally present symbolic execution over a program path, we introduce a small path language in Fig. 3. A statement in the language represents a list of commands in a program path. In the language, we use \( n \) for constant numbers, \( X \) for program variables, \( A \) for fixed-size arrays, \( \otimes \) for a binary arithmetic operator, and \( \odot \) for a binary comparison operator. We use “\( A[X] := E \)” for an array assignment. “\( B \rightarrow S \)” is a statement guarded by boolean condition \( B \); it is the single-guard variant of guarded commands in Dijkstra’s guarded command language [40]. An if-statement “IF \( B \) THEN \( S_1 \) ELSE \( S_2 \)” can be split into two paths: one has “\( B \rightarrow S_1 \)” and the other has “\( \neg B \rightarrow S_2 \)”.

Fig. 3 formalizes CaSym’s symbolic execution over the path language. Its way of tracking program states (variables’ symbolic values and path conditions) is standard in symbolic execution. It uses auxiliary functions \( [E]_\sigma \) and \( [B]_\sigma \) to compute the symbolic values of arithmetic expressions and boolean expressions, respectively; we omit the standard definition of \( [B]_\sigma \).

In addition, cache states are also tracked during symbolic execution. We use the following notation in Fig. 3 for tracking cache states. The cache-update function is lifted to a list of symbolic memory locations: \( \text{upd}_C(L, ce) \) returns the new cache state after accessing the list of locations in \( L \). We use \( \text{locs}(E, \sigma) \) for the list of symbolic memory locations in program expression \( E \) under symbolic state \( \sigma \), and similarly \( \text{locs}(B, \sigma) \) for the list of symbolic memory locations in boolean expression \( B \). We omit their straightforward definitions. As an example, if in \( \sigma \) we have \( X = 2x \), then \( \text{locs}(X + A[X], \sigma) = [MX, MA[2x]] \). Fig. 3 presents how cache states are tracked for each kind of statements. As an example, showing how cache states are tracked, take \( X_i = E \), which accesses the memory locations in \( E \) and the memory location of \( X_i \); therefore, it updates the symbolic cache state with those locations. Other cases are similar.

We next present symbolic execution for a toy example “\( X_2 = X_1 \& \& \text{0xFF}; X_3 = A[X_2] \)”, starting from the initial symbolic state.

\[
\begin{align*}
\{X_1 = x_1 \land X_2 = x_2 \land X_3 = x_3 \land C = c \land \text{True}\} \\
X_2 = X_1 \& \& \text{0xFF} \quad & \{X_1 = x_1 \land X_2 = x_1 \& \& \text{0xFF} \land X_3 = x_3 \land C = \text{upd}_C([MX_1, MX_2, c] \land \text{True}) \} \\
X_3 = A[X_2] \quad & \{X_1 = x_1 \land X_2 = x_1 \& \& \text{0xFF} \land X_3 = u \land C = \text{upd}_C([MA[x_1 \& \& \text{0xFF}], MX_3], \text{upd}_C([MX_1, MX_2, c]) \land \text{True}) \}
\end{align*}
\]

The end symbolic cache state \( \sigma \) contains a symbolic memory location \( MA[x_1 \& \& \text{0xFF}] \). Feeding \( \text{VC}(\sigma, \{x_1\}) \) to an SMT solver would produce two different values for \( x_1 \), resulting in two different cache states. This is a side channel caused by key-dependent memory accesses.

As a note, for scalability CaSym’s symbolic execution does not track array contents symbolically. This is why \( [A[X]]_\sigma \) produces a fresh unconstrained variable, which implements an approximation (reading from an array returns arbitrary values). On the other hand, when accessing \( A[X] \), CaSym uses \( X \)’s symbolic value to capture which location of the array is accessed and uses that knowledge to update the symbolic cache state accurately.

CaSym employs a coarse-grained taint tracking for arrays. This means we can use the arbitrary values stored in the arrays and treat them as public values (when not tainted) or sensitive values (when tainted). Therefore, two symbolic execution traces use the same arbitrary value from a public array (i.e. these values cannot contribute to a difference in the cache state). This helps reduce false positives which would occur if we considered all array values to be sensitive.

Path merging: Simply performing symbolic execution over every path and combining the symbolic states of all
paths through disjunction at the end is not scalable as it would generate large formulas. As an optimization, CaSym performs path merging to generate formulas that share parts among program paths. In particular, when multiple paths converge at a point, it merges their symbolic states by introducing new logical variables and equations as illustrated by the example in Fig. 4. Consider two paths with path conditions \( \psi_a \) and \( \psi_b \), the symbolic values of variables \( X_a \) and \( X_b \), and the symbolic cache states \( C_a \) and \( C_b \). At the merge point, CaSym introduces new logical variables \( \psi \), \( \bar{X} \), and \( C \), and adds the following equalities:

\[
\psi = \psi_a \lor \psi = \psi_b
\]

\[
(\psi_a \land \bar{X} = X_a \land C = C_a) \lor (\psi_b \land \bar{X} = X_b \land C = C_b)
\]  

(3) (4)

All equations reflect that either one of the paths could be taken, but each case in equation (4) is further guarded by the corresponding path condition for precision. The equation at the end of Fig. 4 follows equations (3) and (4).

The benefit of path merging is that further symbolic execution beyond the merge point can use the newly introduced logical variables (\( \psi \), \( \bar{X} \), and \( C \) in the equations above); so all the paths beyond the merge point share the logical variables and equations, resulting in compact logical formulas. We also note that CaSym’s implementation takes a control-flow graph as an input and treats every node with more than one adjacent predecessor in the graph as a merge point; as a result, new logical variables are introduced and path merging is performed before every node in the graph with this characteristic.

We note that our path merging is similar to those proposed in [41], [42] (though they do not consider merging cache states). We could further optimize the formulas by applying techniques in [43], [44], which selectively use path merging when it is adventurous to do so; but we leave that as future work.

B. Compositional reasoning

The cache-aware symbolic execution sketched above only handles programs with a finite number of execution paths. However, practical software usually have an unbounded or a large number of execution paths, making symbolic execution infeasible or inefficient. To tackle such a challenge, we introduce two novel statements to enable compositional reasoning

```
Stmt \( S := \ldots | \text{reset} | \text{check } K \)
```

The “reset” statement resets the current symbolic state to an arbitrary initial symbolic state; “check \( K \)” directs CaSym to issue a verification condition to a solver based on the current symbolic state, assuming only the secret-variable set \( K \) carries confidential data at the last reset. The rules for performing symbolic execution over them are shown below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SE(reset, } \sigma) &= \text{initial}(\bar{x}, c', X, C) \\
\text{SE(check } K, \sigma) &= \sigma, \text{ and issue condition VC(} \sigma, K) \\
\end{align*}
\]

The definitions of initial\((\bar{x}, c', X, C)\) and VC(\(\sigma, K\)) were given earlier in equations (1) and (2). Note that we use \( \bar{x} \) and \( c' \) to distinguish them from the initial state of symbolic execution.

The introduced “reset” and “check \( K \)” statements have several benefits:

**Flexibility:** The check and reset statements allow CaSym to flexibly decide where to reset to the initial state and where to check for cache-based side channels. For example, by turning \( S \) into “reset; \( S; \) check \( K'_0 \)”, we tell CaSym to perform symbolic execution from the initial symbolic state and perform the side-channel check at the end, assuming that the initial secret variables are in \( K'_0 \) and an attacker observes the cache state only at the end of the program. As another example, when \( \{ S = S_1; S_2 \} \) and the attacker can observe the cache state in the middle and at the end, we can perform symbolic execution over “reset; \( S_1; \) check \( K_0'; S_2; \) check \( K_0' \)”, which triggers two side-channel checks. In the most extreme case, a check can be inserted at every control-flow point in the program, corresponding to what a trace-based attacker can observe (discussed in Section II-B).

**Scalability:** The new statements also enable compositional, scalable reasoning. Suppose performing symbolic execution over the entire program \( S \) produces a large formula at the end. Feeding the formula to an SMT solver may not be feasible given the amount of time that is needed to solve the formula. One way of reducing the time pressure is to break \( S \) into two parts and check them individually. Suppose \( S = S_1; S_2 \), we can then turn it into

```
reset; S_1; check K_0; reset; S_2; check K_1
```
The first check verifies that \( S_1 \) is free of cache-based side channels; that is, running \( S_1 \) twice with two different secrets and the same initial cache states results in the same cache states. After this check, we can reset the symbolic state and perform symbolic execution on \( S_2 \) and the check after \( S_2 \) verifies that running \( S_2 \) twice with different secrets and the same initial cache states results in the same cache states. This is a rely-guarantee reasoning since, when checking \( S_2 \), it relies on the assumption that the initial cache states are the same and the assumption is discharged by the verification on \( S_1 \). The compositional reasoning is more scalable than checking \( S_1; S_2 \) as a whole, since the reset in the middle throws away the symbolic state. However, it may cause false positives when checking \( S_2 \) due to the loss of information.

One complication in the above process is that the two check statements are with respect to two separate secret-variable sets: the first check assumes \( K_0 \) is the secret-variable set at the beginning, while the second check assumes \( K_1 \) is the secret-variable set at the point between \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \). The two sets might be different; for instance, \( K_0 \) might be \( \{X_1\} \), and, if \( S_1 \) copies \( X_1 \) to \( X_2 \), then the set of secret variables after \( S_1 \) becomes \( \{X_1, X_2\} \). In general, the set of secret variables may change due to secret propagation in a program. To soundly estimate the set of secret variables, CaSym has a static taint tracking component, which takes initial secret variables and outputs the set of secret variables at each program location. This was implemented by a standard flow-sensitive dataflow analysis in LLVM. With the result of this analysis, CaSym knows the secret-variable set at each location, including \( K_1 \).

C. Transforming loops

Symbolic-execution systems for bug finding only explore a limited number of paths. Hence, they do not guarantee a coverage of all paths for programs with loops. With the help of the new statements introduced in Section V-B, CaSym transforms programs with loops into loop-free programs. Specifically, the transformation works as follows:

\[
S_1; (\text{WHILE } B \text{ DO } S); S_2 \Rightarrow
S_1; \text{check } K_0; \text{reset};
(\text{IF } B \text{ THEN } (S; \text{check } K_1) \text{ ELSE SKIP});
\text{reset};
\neg B \rightarrow S_2
\]

This transformation is sound (i.e., the original program is side-channel free whenever the transformed one is) since the loop-free program enforces the following invariant in the original program: any two executions of \( S \) starting from the same initial cache state results in the same final cache state. From the Hoare logic point of view, this is the cache-state loop invariant checked by CaSym. Note that this is performed with respect to \( K_1 \), the set of secret variables right before the loop body \( S \) (this is determined by tracking how values of secret variables propagate in the original program, as discussed before).

To see why the invariant is enforced, the first check makes sure that the initial cache states are identical before the loop (i.e., \( S_1 \) is side-channel free). After that, the symbolic state is reset. Hence, statement \( (\text{check } K_1) \) ensures that there is no side channel for the loop body starting from any memory and cache state. After checking the loop body, the symbolic state is reset again so that the verification of \( S_2 \) assumes nothing after the if statement, which semantically represents the memory and cache state after zero or one loop iteration. After that, \( \neg B \) can be assumed when checking \( S_2 \).

In theory, the transformation may cause some false positives. For example, the transformation assumes nothing on the initial memory and cache state before each iteration, which may cause false positives. But in practice, we have found only one false positive due to the transformation in database systems (Section IX). Moreover, when a loop has a constant number of iterations, we can also unroll it for better precision.

VI. CACHE MODELS

CaSym takes a cache model and identifies potential side channels based on it. In principal, it can take any cache model with sufficient abstractions in place: the empty cache state, the cache-update function, and the equality-testing function. In this section, we introduce two novel abstract cache models: the infinite cache model and the age model. We also discuss how to support more concrete models, such as the LRU model, used in previous work.

A. Abstract vs. concrete cache models

Concrete cache models (e.g., LRU, FIFO, PLRU models used in [12]) accurately model details such as the replacement policy of the expected architecture that a program will be executed on. While such detailed models allow accurate reasoning about the cache state (i.e., existence or absence of data in the cache), one downside is that the verified programs are secure only on those expected architectures. For example, a crypto implementation that is side-channel-free on cache with LRU might have side channel on cache with FIFO. Moreover, reasoning over a concrete model likely will cause scalability issues for static program analysis.

Another approach is to use a higher-level abstraction, such as the entire trace of memory accesses [13], [11]. Doing so is architecture-independent and sufficient since in all realistic architectures, cache state is determined by the trace of memory accesses. However, this approach may be too conservative, since the footprint of secret dependent memory accesses might be erased by later accesses before an attacker probes the cache.

We propose two novel cache models that offer good balance between precision and generality. The infinite cache model represents an optimistic view of the cache: if there
is a side channel under this model, then the side channel likely will exist in realistic cache models (i.e., they are high-priority side channels that may show up on most architectures); the age model represents a pessimistic view of the cache: if there is a side channel under this model, then the side channel likely will exist in some realistic cache model (i.e., they are low-priority side channels that may show up on some architectures). Empirical results suggest that the infinite cache model and the age model achieves a good balance between analysis scalability and precision (Section IX).

B. Infinite cache model

This is an idealized cache model with an infinite size and associativity, so that it never evicts any data that is already being cached. This is clearly idealized, but it is also interesting since it represents an optimistic view of cache: if there is a side channel under the infinite cache model, the side channel likely will exist in other more realistic cache models. Moreover, it is the (conceptual) model that cryptography software writers have in mind when they apply software countermeasures to cache-based side channels. One example is preloading in cryptography software, which we detail in Section VII-B1. Furthermore, empirical results suggest that the infinite cache model offers a significant speedup with few false negatives on both crypto systems and database systems, compared with more conservative and realistic cache models.

In the infinite cache model, a cache state is represented as a set of symbolic memory addresses for program variables and array elements.

- The empty cache is the empty set: empty\(_C = \emptyset\).
- The cache-update function is implemented as set union: upd\(_C(l, ce) = \{l\} \cup ce\).
- The cache-equality testing becomes set equality:
  \[
  eq\(_C(ce_1, ce_2) = \forall l, l \in ce_1 \leftrightarrow l \in ce_2.
  \]

To see why this model is more optimistic than other more realistic models, we note that ce\(_1\) and ce\(_2\) are different only if there is some address \(l\) that is accessed in one execution but not in the other, starting with different confidential data. Except for a fully-associative cache, that implies if the compiler maps \(l\) to some cache set and maps all other addresses to other cache sets, most cache replacement policies will result in a difference in the cache set that \(l\) gets mapped to. Hence, this model gives a “lower bound” on side channels among various cache models.

C. Age model

Unlike the optimistic infinite model, the age model is on the pessimistic end: for each symbolic memory location, it tracks the distance to its most recent access, called the age. The recently accessed location has age zero, while the second recently accessed location has age one, and so on. In this model, a cache state is a map from symbolic memory locations to their ages:

- The empty cache maps all memory locations to infinity: empty\(_C = \lambda l. \infty\).
- The cache-update function marks the current location’s age to be zero and increments other locations’ ages by one: upd\(_C(l, ce) = \lambda l’ . \) if \(l’ = l\) then 0 else \(ce(l’)+1\)
- The cache-equality tests equality of ages: eq\(_C(ce_1, ce_2) = \forall l, ce_1(l) = ce_2(l)\).

The age model is the opposite of the infinite cache model: while the infinite cache model may miss (less crucial) side channels that only manifest themselves for some particular caches, the age model captures all potential side channels for most caches.

Property 1. If there is no cache-based side channel on the age model, then there is no cache-based side channel for any cache replacement policy that replaces cache lines based on the most recent accesses, such as LRU.

To see why, we note that the final cache expression ce tracks the sequence of the last access to each memory address. For any cache replacement policy that depends only on the latest usage of memory addresses, such as LRU, it implies that the final cache state can be expressed as a function of ages. Hence, eq\(_C(ce_1, ce_2)\) implies the same cache state under those policies.

For a trace-based attacker, a stronger result holds:

Property 2. For a trace-based attacker, no cache-based side channel on the age model implies no cache-based side channel for any deterministic cache replacement policy (i.e., a replacement policy that can be expressed as a function of memory address traces), such as FIFO and LRU.

The reason is that there is a one-to-one mapping between a sequence of ages (for all symbolic locations), and a sequence of memory locations being accessed. Consider a sequence of ages \(A = \{ce_1, ce_2, \ldots, ce_n\}\) as well as a sequence of memory locations being accessed, say \(T = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n\}\). Then, we can construct \(A\) from \(T\) as follows:

\[
  ce_i = \lambda l. \) if \(t_i = l\) then 0 else \(ce_{i-1}(l)+1
  \]

Also, we construct \(T\) from \(A\) as follows: \(t_i = l\) iff \(ce_i(l) = 0\) (note that exactly one \(l\) in ce is 0 at any program point).

D. More concrete models

While our infinite cache and age models are capable of detecting side channels, we show how to enrich a cache model in CaSym if more cache details (such as cache line size, associativity and replacement policy) are needed for precision reasons.

Cache line size: To model cache lines, we simply take the index into the array and compute the cache-line-granularity location being accessed. More specifically, suppose that an integer array \(A\) is aligned and location
$A[X]$ is being accessed and $x$ is the symbolic value of $X$. We simply use ($x/LINESIZE$) as the location $l$ in the updC($l$, ce) interface to the cache models above, where $LINESIZE = 64/4 = 16$ assuming 4-bytes integer and 64-bytes cache line.\(^6\) Note that cache line size only affects array accesses, since the memory layout for other variables are unknown at the IR level.

**Cache associativity:** To model cache associativity, we model the cache state $ce$ as a collection of non-overlapping cache sets (i.e., $ce = [c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_W]$). The empty cache and equality test on $ce$ is simply the lifted definition of those on each cache state. For the update function, let $way$ be a function that maps an array index to the corresponding cache set (the definition of $way$ depends on cache configuration), then the following formula illustrates how the new cache state would be computed when an array is accessed.

$$
\text{upd}_C(MA[X], ce) = \text{upd}_C(MA[X], ce[way(X)])
$$

**LRU replacement:** In the LRU model, the cache state is still modeled as a map from symbolic memory locations to their ages. The empty cache and the cache-update function remain the same as the age model. The cache-equality test, however, is changed to

$$
eq_{\text{LRU}}(ce_1, ce_2) = \forall l, ce_1(l) < n \leftrightarrow ce_2(l) < n.
$$

to reflect the fact that if $l$ is in the final cache state or not. Here we assume $n$ is the cache size.

**VII. LOCALIZING AND MITIGATING SIDE CHANNELS**

As discussed so far, satisfiable constraints at a certain program point suggest potential side channels. Although such a binary decision helps to some extent, one novel feature of CaSym is the ability to help programmers localize the cause of the identified side channels as well as to mitigate them.

**A. Localizing side channels**

To localize and explain the causes of the identified side channels, we leverage the key information generated by the SMT solver: a model of constraints. A model consists of the concrete values for each constraint variable in the inequality test $\neg (eq_{\text{LRU}}(ce_1, ce_2))$. According to the way that the formulas are built, a model consists of two sets of values (one used by $ce_1$ and one used by $ce_2$) that will lead to different cache states. We refer to those two value sets as $M_1$ and $M_2$ respectively. Our localization algorithm proceeds in two steps.

\(^6\)The computation assumes row-major layout for arrays. Column-major layout can be handled in similar way.

**Compute shared path:** We first use $M_1$ and $M_2$ to reconstruct two execution paths taken according to the model reported by the solver. This is possible since CaSym keeps track of the path condition for each basic block. Given $M_1$ and $M_2$, we can tell which basic block is in a path by checking the validity of its path condition. Based on that, we compute the shared blocks between them. Finally, we traverse the control flow graph in topological order to recover a path of those shared blocks. We call the path the shared path, denoted by $SP$.

**Discover divergence:** In the second step, we first find all symbolic addresses which are different in the final cache states. That is, we use $M_1$ and $M_2$ to find addresses such that they make a difference between $ce_1$ and $ce_2$. Intuitively, these are the problematic memory addresses that we need to localize the error cause for each of them.

For each problematic memory address $l$, the localization algorithm reports the first point in $SP$, say an instruction $c$, so that the abstract cache states of $l$ are different for the next point in $SP$, but are identical for the previous point in $SP$. Such an instruction is reported as the root cause of the side channel at $l$. Note that when multiple addresses may cause side channels, our algorithm reports multiple instructions in a program, following the same procedure for each $l$ that causes a difference between $ce_1$ and $ce_2$.

**Example:** Fig. 1 shows a simple example with two side channels. For the final cache state, an SMT solver reports a model where $RK[3] = 256$, $key[0] = 255$ in value set $M_1$ and $RK[3] = 0$, $key[0] = 0$ in value set $M_2$. Based on the model and tracked path conditions in the control flow graph, the localization algorithm constructs a shared path consisting of the blocks in grey, shown in Fig. 5.

In this example, the final cache state differs for several symbolic addresses, including $Sbox[0]$, $base$ and so on. For the address $Sbox[0]$, the first point in the shared path that $ce$ differs between the two execution paths is after the assignment $RK[4] = RK[0]$ $\&$ $0x$FF, which is the correct location to blame for the cache difference of address $Sbox[0]$. For the address $base$, the first point in the shared path that $ce$ differs between the two execution paths is after the branch condition $bit\_set\_at\_i(key[0], i)$. This is the correct location to blame as well, since the secret dependent branch caused cache difference. For other problematic addresses, the localization algorithm points to those two problematic instructions as well in this example.

**B. Fixing side channels**

The localized causes of side channels enable a programmer or a compiler to fix the identified side channels. We explore two commonly used techniques for cache-based side channel mitigation in this section and show how the localized error causes facilitate error fixing.
1) Preloading: Preloading eliminates cache-based side channels by loading certain memory addresses before the vulnerable instructions [2], [45]. It is typically used in AES implementations, where all SBox tables fit in cache. In AES, those tables only contain public data, but indexes used to access the tables are key-dependent, which enables an attacker to infer the key based on the footprints of the AES implementation on cache [14], [2], [15]. This is similar to the code in Example 1. To mitigate such attacks, AES implementations preload the entire lookup tables into the data cache before the actual encryption/decryption starts. Hence, even if there are key-dependent table lookups, they will not affect the cache state as long as all table entries are already in the cache initially and they are not evicted during encryption/decryption.

2) Pinning: Pinning prevents cache misses on the data that is explicitly “pinned” in a program. For instance, this feature can be implemented in a customized cache, where a cache entry with the “pin” bit set is never evicted [32]; it can also be implemented on some commodity hardware with Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) [46]. Compared with preloading, pinning provides extra assurance that pinned data will not be evicted until it is explicitly “unpinned” in the program. Previous work has shown that pinning can be used to defend against cache-based side channels [32], [46].

3) Fixing side channels: To support preloading and pinning, CaSym introduces special instructions in the form of `PRELOAD l` and `PIN l`, which semantically preload/pin the corresponding symbolic addresses into cache (when `l` is an array, the instruction preloads/pins all elements in the array). The localized root causes of side channels makes it straightforward to insert needed preloading/pinning instructions to remove side channels: if the vulnerable point for memory address `l` is an instruction `c`, then preload/pin `l` before `c` will remove the counterexample found by the SMT solver. For example, preloading/pinning the entire SBox table right before its vulnerable point at line 3 in Fig. 1 as well as preloading `base, res, mod` right before their shared vulnerable point at line 6 in Fig. 1 (found by the localization algorithm in Section VII-A) will remove the side channels in this program.

Although fixing side channels seems easy with the help of CaSym, we emphasize that finding where and what to preload/pin is nontrivial without CaSym, since identifying what data to preload can be difficult. For example, the crucial data in AES is the lookup table, which only stores public information. Moreover, for preloading, fetching the data too early may cause the data to be evicted before the vulnerable instructions, which undermines the effect of preloading.

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION

CaSym is implemented inside LLVM [47] as a compiler pass that performs cache analysis and error localization. It analyzes LLVM IR code and performs symbolic execution to build a cache formula. We use the Z3 SMT solver [48] to check the satisfiability of the cache formula, but any SMT solver with theories for bit-vectors and arrays could suffice. The compiler pass of CaSym sends to the Z3 solver (in the same process as the compiler pass) the cache formula as an in-memory object. If the formula is satisfiable (meaning there is a side channel), the solver generates a model containing the assignments for the formula’s variables. Using this model, CaSym localizes the vulnerable LLVM IR instructions. CaSym then uses the debugging information to report the corresponding line numbers in the source program to the user.

IX. EVALUATION

We evaluated CaSym on a set of crypto and database benchmarks. All experiments were run on Ubuntu 14.04 in a virtual machine with 16 GB of RAM and an Intel i7-5820K CPU at 3.30 GHZ. During evaluation, we were mostly interested in answering the following questions:

1) how effective is CaSym in identifying cache-based side channels and how accurate are the results?
2) how efficient is CaSym and whether it can generate useful results within a reasonable amount of time?
3) how do different cache models compare when identifying side channels?
4) how well does CaSym’s error localization perform?
5) whether CaSym can validate the result after applying prefetching or pinning to fix a side channel?

For benchmarks, we collected realistic crypto implementations from popular libraries, including Libgcrypt 1.8.1, mbed TLS 2.6.0, and glibc 2.26. These benchmarks can be
roughly divided into two categories: encryption using symmetric ciphers and modular exponentiation using asymmetric ciphers. In order to evaluate CaSym on other less scrutinized codebases, we also analyzed functions from the PostgreSQL 10.2, which is a popular database back end.

**Symmetric cipher benchmarks:** We include six benchmarks: AES gcry, AES mbed (the 128-bit-key AES encryption in Libgcrypt and mbed TLS respectively), triple-DES gcry, triple-DES mbed (the triple-DES encryption in Libgcrypt and mbed TLS respectively), DES glibc (the DES encryption in the glibc library) and UFC glibc (the ultra fast encryption algorithm in glibc).

**Asymmetric cipher benchmarks:** Given a base $b$, an exponent $e$, and a modulus $m$, modular exponentiation computes $b^e \mod m$. The majority of asymmetric encryption such as RSA and ElGamal performs modular exponentiation.

Computing modular exponentiation directly would be rather costly in both time and space. Libgcrypt implemented three versions of efficient modular exponentiation, which we call sqr-always-mul gcry, sqr-mul gcry, and LR-mod-expo gcry. The first two versions implement the square-and-multiply method; the main difference between the two is that the square and multiply algorithm only performs the multiplication when the bit being processed is set, while the square-and-always-multiply algorithm performs the multiplication regardless of whether the current bit is set. The final version implements the left-to-right k-ary method [49]. Following previous analysis on crypto implementations [13], we did not analyze the code of library implementing multiprecision integers (MPI).

**Database benchmarks:** The crypto benchmarks are typically well scrutinized for side channels. To see how CaSym performs on other codebases, we consider PostgreSQL, a popular database used by many applications. For this database system, we treat the primary keys (identifiers for records in a database) as sensitive, since they are commonly account numbers, social security numbers, etc.

The entire PostgreSQL contains over 1 million lines of code. We narrowed down the scope to a set of functions that process likely sensitive data. In particular, we investigated the binary tree implementation under the /src/backend/nbtree directory. Under this directory, there are 16 functions that use the primary key of a record. Of those 16, 7 pass the key onto other functions without processing it. Therefore, we evaluate on the remaining 9 functions which actually process the primary keys. The functions are: advance array keys, binsrch, compare, find xtreme element, heap key test, is equal, mark array keys, sort array elements, and start array keys.

### A. Evaluation for access-based attackers

Recall that an access-based attacker observes only the final cache state of the victim program. Therefore, CaSym performs the verification-condition check only at the end of each benchmark. We evaluated benchmarks based on the two abstract cache models: the infinite model and the age model (we will compare the abstract cache models with concrete cache models in Section IX-D).

#### Cryptography Benchmarks: Table I presents the results on cryptography benchmarks. We note that we have removed preloading that is present in the original AES and triple-DES code; we will report separately the results when it is present. UFC and DES in glibc do not use preloading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Access</th>
<th>Trace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES gcry</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES mbed</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>triple-DES gcry</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>triple-DES mbed</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES glibc</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFC glibc</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>✓ 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sqr-always-mul gcry</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sqr-mul gcry</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR-mod-expo gcry</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table II: Evaluation results for access and trace based attackers for the PostgreSQL database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Access</th>
<th>Trace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advance array keys</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>binsrch</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>✓ 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compare</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find xtreme element</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>✓ 0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heap key test</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is equal</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mark array keys</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>✓ 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort array elements</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>start array keys</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table, we observe that CaSym can finish side-channel checking rather quickly for most of the cases: all checks under the infinite cache model finish under 1 second; those under the age mode are slower, but all finish in about 2 minutes. Moreover, we note that the optimistic infinite cache model gives exactly the same result as the more conservative age model.

The side channels reported for the two AES, two triple-DES and one DES implementations are due to key-
dependent array accesses (we discuss examples in the next section). Side channels are also reported for the three modular-exponentiation algorithms, since they contain secret-dependent branches (examples in the next subsection). These are previously known side channels and CaSym confirms their presence.

We note that DES-glibc contains a side channel that was newly found by CaSym; it results from key-dependent memory accesses to a lookup table that was not preloaded (key is the private key):

```plaintext
t=r^key[i + 1]; ...
ls = des_SPtrans[1][(t)&0x3f]; ...
```

UFC-glibc is the only benchmark that is side channel free with respect to the cache without extra security mechanisms. This is because it does not use any precomputed table and is virtually straight line code. It illustrates how different techniques can avoid side channels.

**Database Benchmarks:** Table II presents the results on the 9 functions we analyzed for an access based attacker. Consistent with the results on cryptography benchmarks, analysis based on the infinite cache model is more efficient: on average, the age model takes over 100 times longer. Also, most of the functions that we test are potentially vulnerable to side channel attacks (examples in the next subsection).

Interestingly, there are two functions (birsrch & find xtreme element) in which the infinite cache model missed two positives reported by the age model. The cause is a key dependent branch which accesses different locations but they were previously used, and thus already in the cache. This example demonstrates the difference of those two abstract models: the infinite cache model is optimistic (that is, it optimistically assumes that the loaded memory locations were not evicted before the sensitive branch), while the age model is pessimistic (that is, it pessimistically assumes that the loaded memory locations were evicted before the sensitive branch).

**B. Evaluation for trace-based attackers**

Recall that a trace-based attacker can observe the intermediate cache states of the victim program. For each benchmark, we ran CaSym to perform a check on the symbolic state after every statement (following a topological order of the program’s control-flow graph); CaSym then stopped at the first point where a side-channel was found. Since CaSym’s error reporting includes the source line number where the side channel is, we then went to that line and fixed the problematic statement, as described in Section VII-B. Then we applied CaSym on the fixed program to find the next side channel. Through this iterative process, we were able to find a set of independent side channels in each benchmark.

**Cryptography Benchmarks:** Table I reports the number of side channels identified on the cryptography benchmarks. Similar to the results for access-based attacks, we found that the infinite cache model is more efficient than the age model, while they provide very close results (we discuss the only difference in sqr-always-mul shortly).

We inspected the error-reporting results and manually confirmed that for all cases, CaSym localized the side channels to the right lines and also confirmed that all reported side channels are true side channels. It was a surprising result considering that CaSym’s symbolic execution approximates a program’s behavior, for example, when the program reads from arrays; also our loop transformation could also introduce false positives.

Next, we take a closer look at the positives. The side channels CaSym found in symmetric ciphers are due to the sbox tables being indexed by key-dependent variables in all AES/DES implementations. Below is a representative example from the AES Libgcrypt benchmark where `enct` is the encryption table and the array index `sa[0]` is derived from the key.

```plaintext
sa[0] = sb[0] ^ key[0][0];
... enct[sa[0] >> (0 + 8)] ...
```

The reason why the number of side channels for symmetric ciphers are high is because they contain multiple lines of code following the same sbox table access pattern as above.

For the three modular exponentiation algorithms implemented in Libgcrypt, CaSym found multiple side channels. The side channels are due to either array accesses indexed by the exponent bits or branches whose outcome depends on a key. A similar situation happens for the left-to-right algorithm (LR-mod-expo gcry). A simplified code snippet that depicts the issue can be found in Listing 1.

```plaintext
if (c >= W) // c is tainted by the key
    c0 = 0;
else {
    e0 = (e >> (BITS_PER_MPI_LIMB - c));
    j += c - W;
}
```

Listing 1: LR-mod-expo Example

Interestingly, we notice that CacheD [11] reports no side channels in Libgcrypt 1.7.3. The reason is two fold. First, two algorithms (sqr-always-mul gcry and sqr-mul gcry) are not used in the default configuration of Libgcrypt. Since CacheD [11] only explores side channels exhibited in an execution trace, side channels in those algorithms are missed. Second, CacheD [11] does not detect side channels due to secret-dependent branches (e.g., the side channels in the code snippet above), since it detects cache difference only for executions that follow the same control flow. The example in Listing 1 confirms that CaSym avoids the coverage issue of CacheD.

To assess false negatives, we treat the trace-based age model result as the ground truth, since under this model, no positive implies no cache-based side channel on most realistic caches (Property 2). Based on the results, the only case where the infinite cache model had a false negative
was for the square and always multiply implementation. The relevant code snippet can be found in Listing 2.

```c
res = res * res; res = res % mod;
temp = res * base; temp = temp % mod;
if (((i <= 31) & expo) != 0) { 
    res = temp;
}
```

Listing 2: A False Negative of the Infinite Cache Model

**Database Benchmarks**: The results on database benchmarks are summarized in Table II on the right. Both of our models perform well in the trace based attacker analysis. Again, analysis based on the infinite cache model is more efficient than the age model, while they provide very close results. In our evaluation, CaSym identified potential vulnerabilities in most benchmarks.

Among all positives, we do find one false positive in a function that sorts array elements. The false positive presented in Table II is due to an if-statement where one branch has a reset (due to our loop transformation) and the other one does not. Due to the information lost from issuing a reset, CaSym reports a side channel but in fact there is not one at this point. This causes two different scopes to be compared at the merge point, which causes a side channel reported. The false positive reported by CaSym is presented in Listing 3.

```c
if (nelems <= 1) {
    return nelems;
}
elemtype = skey->sk_subtype;
if (elemtype == InvalidOid) {
    elemtype = rd_opcintype[skey->sk_attno - 1];
    ...
last_non_dup = 0;
for (i = 1; i < nelems; i++) {
    ...
} // reset after loop
return last_non_dup + 1;
```

Listing 3: A False Positive in PostgreSQL

The results on database benchmarks are summarized in Table II on the right. Both of our models perform well in the trace based attacker analysis. Again, analysis based on the infinite cache model is more efficient than the age model, while they provide very close results. In our evaluation, CaSym identified potential vulnerabilities in most benchmarks.

```
if (nelems <= 1) {
    return nelems;
}
elemtype = skey->sk_subtype;
if (elemtype == InvalidOid) {
    elemtype = rd_opcintype[skey->sk_attno - 1];
    ...
last_non_dup = 0;
for (i = 1; i < nelems; i++) {
    ...
} // reset after loop
return last_non_dup + 1;
```

Listing 3: A False Positive in PostgreSQL

```
for (i = 1; i <= keysz; i++) {
    datum = index_getattr(itup, attno, itupdesc, &isNull);
    result = DatumGetInt32(FunctionCall2Coll(
        &scankey->sk_func,
        scankey->sk_collation, datum, scankey->sk_argument));
if (result != 0) // result is tainted
    return false; // early exit
scankey++;)
```

Listing 4: A True Positive in PostgreSQL

Based on the infinite cache model, our analysis was able to detect 20 unique newly found locations in the source code which could leak information to an attacker about a database key. These 20 reported locations contain both secret-dependent array accesses and secret-dependent branches. The former usually happens when a variable is tainted by the primary key and then used as an index in an array. The code snippet shown in Listing 4 shows a common pattern of a key-dependent branch in PostgreSQL.

As we have discussed, another strategy for fixing side channels is to pin some data in the cache. We did not include the UFC implementation since it is already side channel free. Also, we did not include the UFC implementation since it is already side channel free.

As expected, Table III shows that preloading is sufficient to eliminate the side channels in the infinite cache model; after the sbox tables are preloaded, they always stay in the cache and the following key-dependent table accesses will not change the cache state. For the age model, side channels still exist since the age model tracks the ordering of memory accesses; the preloading at the beginning will not change the ordering of memory accesses in the following execution. As we have discussed, another strategy for fixing side channels is to pin some data in the cache. We also implemented a special attribute for programmers to specify what variables/arrays should be pinned into the cache. Table III presents the results of performing pinning in symmetric ciphers for trace-based attackers. We did not evaluate preloading/pinning for asymmetric cipher benchmarks since other techniques (e.g. scatter/gather) are used to secure them [13]. Also, we did not include the UFC implementation since it is already side channel free.

As we have discussed, another strategy for fixing side channels is to pin some data in the cache. We also implemented a special attribute for programmers to specify what variables/arrays should be pinned into the cache. Table III presents the results of performing pinning in symmetric ciphers for trace-based attackers. It shows that all side channels disappear with this fix, across all cache models. When cache entries are pinned to the cache, they are never evicted; therefore, CaSym does not update the ages.

```
```
of pinned cache entries. The ages at the beginning are the ages at the end for the pinned entries, preventing CaSym from reporting them as causes of side channels.

D. Abstract vs. Concrete Cache Models

In order to show the effectiveness of the infinite cache model and the age model, we implemented the following features as described in Section VI-D: the LRU replacement policy, cache lines, and cache associativity.

**LRU replacement policy**: Table IV shows the evaluation results on our cryptography benchmarks, based on the LRU cache model with 2k cache slots. We note that the LRU model takes a significant amount of time to finish (the SMT solver even timed out with a limit of 3 hours for three tests). Despite the significantly longer execution time, for all tests that finish, we note that it reports exactly the same results as the age model, and very similar results as the infinite cache model. This result demonstrates that our abstract cache models offer better balance between precision and efficiency, when compared to more concrete cache models.

**Cache line size and cache associativity**: We also implemented cache models with various cache line sizes and cache associativity, as discussed in Section VI-D. We tested our benchmarks using common cache associativity values and cache line sizes. The results reported were the same as without specifying associativity or cache line size.

### Table IV: Evaluation results using the LRU model; the table shows results for an access based attacker on the left and a trace based attacker on the right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks w/o Preloading</th>
<th>Access</th>
<th>Trace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LRU</td>
<td>LRU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES gcry</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES mbed</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>triple-DES gcry</td>
<td>☒ 1654</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>triple-DES mbed</td>
<td>☒ 8531</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES glibc</td>
<td>☒ 1044</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFC glibc</td>
<td>✓ 0.09</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sqm-mul gcry</td>
<td>☒ 2.64</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sqm-always-mul gcry</td>
<td>☒ 2.19</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR-mod-expo gcry</td>
<td>☒ 23.45</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV: Evaluation results using the LRU model; the table shows results for an access based attacker on the left and a trace based attacker on the right.

to the base address of some array. Pointer arithmetic on the pointer is allowed, but the pointer can only reference locations inside the array it was initialized to for the entire lifetime of the pointer. This reflects how pointers are used in crypto applications, but it is not the case for general C/C++ applications. Finally, CaSym inlines all functions before performing symbolic evaluation. We plan to gradually lift these restrictions so that CaSym can support more general applications beyond crypto applications.

### XI. Conclusions

In this paper, we present CaSym for identifying and mitigating cache-based side channels. We show that CaSym’s symbolic execution and cache models are effective at identifying cache-based side channels in realistic benchmarks, including cryptography implementation and database systems. CaSym was able to detect new side channels as well as known ones in multiple functions used to handle confidential data frequently. The novel abstract cache models are shown to provide good balance between precision and efficiency. Furthermore, CaSym produces accurate and helpful error reports when side channels are identified. The reports are used to strategically place mitigation mechanisms to eliminate the side channels in programs.
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